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ABSTRACT.  This paper analyzes two types of characteristic numbers

defined for manifolds with Z4 action, showing their relation and that neither

suffices to detect Z4 equivariant bordism.  This extends work of Bix who had

given examples not detected by one type of number.

1. Introduction.   T. torn Dieck [4] has introduced a notion of equiva-

riant Stiefel-Whitney numbers for actions of a finite group G on closed manifolds

and has shown that these numbers determine equivariant G bordism for G =

(Zf)k. Recently, Bix [1] has shown that these numbers do not determine the

bordism class for G = Z4.

In [2], a notion of equivariant characteristic numbers for Z2 actions was

introduced. In this paper that notion will be extended, in the obvious way, to

G actions. It will then be shown that these numbers determine torn Dieck's

numbers. For Z4 they give more information than torn Dieck's numbers, but

also do not detect bordism.

The author is indebted to Michael Bix for having made an advance copy

of his paper available, and to the National Science Foundation for financial

support.

2. Characteristic numbers.   Let G be a finite group; let i?, Vx, . . . ,

Vm be the distinct irreducible real representations of G, with R the trivial

representation. Form V = R°° ® Vf ® • • • ® V^, the direct sum of a countable

number of copies of each representation and let BOn be the Grassmannian of

«-planes in V, with the G action <f> induced by the representation on V.  Then

(BOn, <p) is a classifying space for «-plane bundles with G action over decent

spaces.

Letting V —*■ R © V: v —*■ (0, v) and identifying R®R°° with R" one assigns

to an «-plane a in V the « + 1 plane Z?©o¡inZ?©K=F, which defines an inclusion

i: BOn —► BOn + j. This is an equivariant map, and if yn is the universal «-plane

bundle over BOn, i*(~tn + f) = y„ © 1 + » where 1+ is the trivial line bundle with

trivial G action. Let (BO, <¡>) be the limit of the Z?0„'s with these maps.

If (M, i//) is a compact « manifold with boundary with G action, there is a
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classifying map rM: (M, \[/) —► (BOn, <t>), unique up to equivariant homotopy. If

(M, \¡j) is a regularly imbedded invariant submanifold of 9 F, with (V, \jj') a G

action, then the tangent bundle of V restricts to tm © 1+ on M, which is classi-

fied by í ° tm: (M, \p) —*■ (BOn + x, c6). Thus one has a well-defined homotopy

class of maps tm: (M, \¡j) —* (BO, ç» classifying the stable tangent bundle of M,

and if (M, Q) is regularly imbedded in the boundary of (V, \¡j') by /: M —-* 3 V,

then Tv°f=TM.

Being given a pair (X, A, p) with G action one then defines a natural trans-

formation r*: sJc?(X, A, p) —»sJc?(X x BO, A x BO, p x çô) by sending the class

off: (M, 3x17, i//) -*■ (X, A, p) to the class of/xrM: (M, bM, ip) -* (X x BO,

A xBO, p x <p).

For any pair (X, A, p), one has a natural transformation

p: 9?£(X, A, p) -+ 77?(X, A, p; Z2)

assigning to /: (M, dM, 0) —> (X, A, p) the image /*([xW, 3Af, \p] ) of the funda-

mental Smith homology class (see [3, §2]).

The composite

P ° T*: WZiX, A, p) -+ 77?(X xBO.Ax BO, p x 0; Z2)

gives rise to equivariant characteristic numbers; i.e. every element of the dual

Smith cohomology group 77§(X x BO, A x BO, p x <j>; Z2) gives a characteristic

number for the G bordism of (X, A, p). Restricting to X a point and A empty

gives ju o U: WZ -*• 77?(BO, <¡>; Z2).

3.   Tom Dieck's numbers.   To describe torn Dieck's characteristic num-

bers, one may follow Bix's approach. Let it: EG —► BG he a universal principal

G bundle and let (M, \p) be a G manifold with (t(M), 0*) its tangent bundle

with G action induced by the differential. Then EG xG r(M) —► EG xG M is a

vector bundle classified by a map EG xG M -s-*- BO, inducing a homomorphism

a*: 77*090; Z2) -* 77*(FG xG M; Z2).

Integration along the fibers defines a homomorphism

\\ H*(EG xG M; Z2) -* H*(BG; Z2)

of degree -(dim M). Assigning to (M, \jj) the homomorphism »:0 a* defines a

homomorphism

XM% -+ Hoxn(H*(BO; Z2), H*(BG; Z2))

which gives characteristic numbers.

To relate this to Smith homology, consider a space with G action (X, <f>).

Let C(X) denote the mod 2 chains of X and C°(X) the subcomplex of chains
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invariant under G. Then H%(X; Zf) is the homology of the complex C°(X). In

particular, if G acts freely on X, C°(X) is isomorphic to C(X/G) and H%(X; Zf)

*HAX/G;Zf).
Now consider a class a G H%(X; Zf) and a class b G HABG; Zf). Represent-

ative cycles a' and b' may be chosen in C°(X) and C°(EG), and their product

a' ® b' is a cycle in C0^ x FG), giving a class in H AX xG EG; Zf). Thus one

has a product

H%(X; Z2) ® HAßG; Zf) -+ H AX xc EG; Z2)

or a homomorphism

H%(X; Zf) -+ Hom(HABG; Z2), HAX xG EG; Zf))

and applying duality of homology and cohomology gives

(\. H%(X; Zf) ->• Hom(H*(X xG EG; Zf), H*(BG; Zf)).

Notice that if X is given by a G manifold (M, \¡/), that fï([Af] ) is just ¡1, i.e.

integration along the fibers is obtained in this way from the fundamental class

ofM.

Now letting (BO, (¡>) he the universal action with universal G bundle (7, $„.),

EG xG y —*■ EG xG BO is a vector bundle, classified by a map c: EG xG BO

—*■ BO.  Assigning to x G H%(BO, <j>; Zf) the composite Ç\(x) ° c* defines a

homomorphism

7*: H%(BO, <t>; Zf) -» Hom(H*(BO; Zf), H*(BG; Z2)).

Proposition 3.1. The homomorphism x is the composite of

ß°rm:^~*H<i(BO,(t>;Zf)
and

7*: H%(BO, <S>; Zf) -* Hom(H*(BO; Zf), H*(BG; Zf)).

Proof.   Given (M, \¡j) with t: (M, \¡j) —► (BO, <j>) classifying the tangent

bundle, the composite

EG xGM   1 XT>EG XçBO-^+BO

is the map a. Then * ° a* = C\([M]) ° a* = C\([M])° (1 x r)* ° c* =

C\(t*W]) ° c* = 0(p ° t*(M, i//)) ° c* = y*(p ° t*(M, \p)), using the obvious

naturality property of C\.*

4. Actions of Z4. First one needs to know the structure of H%4(BO, <¡>; Zf).

As noted in [3, Lemma 2.1], if T C G is a central subgroup of order 2, then
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77?(X, A, p; Z2) s 77?(X, FT U A, p; Z2) © H%(FT, FT n A, p; Z2)

where FT is the fixed set of 7, and

77?(X, Fr U ,4, p; Z2) s H°'T(X/T, (FT U ¿)/7, p'; Z2)

TTjiFj,, Fr n ¿, p; Z2) a H%/T(FT, FT D ,4, p'; Z2)

where p' is induced by p. In particular, for G = Z4, one may take T= Z2, and

one needs to know about the fixed set of Z2 on BO.

Now the irreducible representations of Z4 are R, R_, and C, where 7?_ is

the reals with Z4 acting as multiplication by -1 and C is the complex numbers

with Z4 acting as multiplication by i.  The fixed set of Z2 on BOn is then

\JkBOn_k(R°° © TO x BOk(C") and taking the limit, the fixed set F of Z2 on

BO is U770(7?°° © TO x BOk(C°°). The induced Z2 action on F preserves these

components and in particular, BO(R°° © TO x 7?O0(C°°) = BO is the universal

space for Z2 bundles.

The pair (BO, F) is relatively a free action, hence may be crossed with FZ4

giving an isomorphism

TT^OSO, F, 0; Z2) = h\\BO x EZ4, F x EZA, <¡> x u; Z2)

a 77^(090 x FZ4)/Z2, F x (EZJZ2), (<t> x u)'; Z2)

as 77*((770 x EZ4)IZ4, (F x EZJZ2)¡Z2; Z2).

Now 770 x EZJZ4 maps into 77Z4 = EZJZ4 by projection with fiber BO, and

maps by c (of §3) into BO.  Looking at the fixed component 770 x 77O0 of F,

the map (770 x 77O0 x (EZJZ2))/Z2—*BO x EZJZ4 is a homotopy equivalence,

both being compatibly homotopy equivalent to 770 x 77Z4. Thus 770 x 77O0 x

FZ4 —>770 x EZ4 is an equivariant homotopy equivalence. Thus the exact

sequence for the pair (770 x FZ4, F x FZ4) decomposes, and the boundary

homomorphism

3: h\\B0, F, <i>\ Z2)

-* © 77^,(770(7*" © TO x BOk(C°°) x (EZJZ2), <¡>' x u';Z2)
fc^O

is an isomorphism.

Now one analyzesîcf4.  One has an exact sequence

N*4 -^*4(A11, Free) -^-»^(Free)
t_I

and a free action (M, \p) bounds the mapping cylinder of M —► M/Z2. Now

sJ(f4 (All, Free) may be computed by taking the fixed set of Z2. The fixed set
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of (Mn, \p) is a union of closed submanifolds Fn~k imbedded in the interior of

M with induced Z2 = ZJZ2 action. The normal bundle of F"~k is a bundle

with Z4 action so that Z2 acts as -1 in the fibers; i.e. v is classified by an equi-

variant map v. Fn~k —* BOk(C°°). Thus

9c*4(AU, Free) as 0^fc(5Ofc(C~)).
k

The mapping cylinder splitting and 9 give an isomorphism of "Jîfij (Free) with

the summandSSlz¿x(BOx(C°°)).

From the splitting, one obtains an isomorphism

P: fce*Í2*(50fc(O)-^tó4

assigning to v: F"~k —*BOk(C°°) the induced Z4 action onL\v)l(x^-x[xGS(v)),

the real projective space bundle of v © 1.   On the summand 9cf 2(5O0(C°°))

s"3c#2P assigns to the involution (M", r) the induced Z4 action (M, <t>t) with

Z2 C Z4 acting trivially (D(v) =M and S(i>) is empty).

First considering (Mn, t) in ïïf 2(5O0(C")). P(M". 0 = (M, <¡>f) has all

simplices fixed by Z2 and hence p ° t* ° P(M", t) lies in the summand

Hz4(Ff, 0; Z2) of Z/f 4(50, 0; Z2). The classifying map tm: (M, <¡>t) -»• (50, 0) maps

into the fixed set of Z2, and may be obtained by composing the classifying map

for the Z2 tangent bundle rM : (Mn, t) —> (ZJO, 0') with the inclusion i of (BO,

<t>) as ZJOÍZT © RZ) x BO0(C°°) in F, and then with the inclusion / of F in BO.

It is then immediate that the diagram

N*2
JU°T*

nl2(BO,<t>';Zf)

K2(BOQ(C~))

flî«
P° T*

©Z/f2(ZJO xBOk,(p';Zf)

l\\

Hl2(F,<p';Z2)
(II

/^4(F,0;Z2)

>hI*(BO,<I>;Z2)

commutes. Since u ° r* is monk for Z2 by [2, Proposition 3.1] and i*,/* are

monic, it follows that p ° r* ° P is monic on Wf 2(500(C°°)).

For any class in the remaining summands, WiZ2k(B0k(Co°)), k * 0, 1, the

action P(a) has no top dimensional simplices fixed under the action of Z2. Thus

p° t*° P sends A = ^k^o^llAßO^C00)) into the summand
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7/f 4(7iO, F, <t>; Z2) of 77f 4(770, <p; Z2), which in turn maps isomorphically by 3 to

© 77^(770 x 770fc(C°°) x EZJZ2, <p' x u';Z2).

Now considering v: Fn~k —*■ BOk(C°°), the fixed set of Z2 in

D(v)l(x~ -x\xE S(v)) consists of F"~k and S(v)/Z2 = RP(v). The image of this

class under 3 ° p ° t* ° P is the sum of the classes:

(a') the image of the fundamental class of RP(v) in

77^,(770 x 770fc(C~) x (EZJZ2); <¡>' x p'; Z2)

obtained by

r'lrxp'irxc: RP(v) —> BO x BOk x (EZ4)/Z2

classifying the pull back of the tangent bundle, the pull back of v, and the double

cover of RP(v) by S(v).

(W) The image of the fundamental class of RP(X) in

Hllx(BO x BOx(C~) x (EZJZ2); <p' x p'; Z2)

obtained byr°?rxi;»irxc: RP(X) —*■ BO x B0X x (EZJZ2) where it is

projection on the fixed component RP(v) with normal bundle X.

To see this, r. M" —► BO sends a fixed component Fn~k with normal

bundle iA into T70 x BOk(C°°) classifying t © v. On a tubular neighborhood

D(v), t is homotopic to t/F ° n, i.e. r is the pull back of t © v and similarly on

the boundary S(v). Sending M - F into FZ4 to classify M~F—*(M- F)/Z4

and dividing out Z2 gives RP(v) —»■ 770 x BOk(C°°) x EZJZ2 classifying t° it,

v° it, and the cover by S(v).

Over BO x BOk(C°°) x EZJZ2 one has a stable bundle y with involution,

a k plane bundle p with Z4 action covering the involution on the base and a

double cover or line bundle X with similar Z4 action. Then p ® X is a k plane

bundle with involution and

a: BO x BOk(C°°) x EZJZ2 ^ BO x BOk(C°°) x EZJZ2

where tt, ° a classifies y © (p ® X), tt2 ° a = it2, ir3 ° a = n3 is an equivariant

homotopy equivalance, with inverse obtained by subtracting p ® X.

Applying a* sends the class (a') into the class (a) the image of the funda-

mental class of RP(v) in H%1X(B0 x BOk(C°°) x (EZJZ2), <t>' x p; Z2) obtained

byrxn'irxc: RP(v) —> 770 x 770fc x (EZJZ2) classifying the tangent bundle

of RP(v), the pull back of v and the double cover of RP(v) by S(y).

On the fixed component RP(v), the normal bundle X is a line bundle, so it:

RP(\) —* RP(v) is a diffeomorphism. The map into 770, (C°°) = EZJZ2 classifying
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v ° it is the same as the map c classifying the double cover. Tensoring this

bundle with itself gives a trivial bundle with trivial action (if e is a unit vector

over x, e ® e is independent of the choice of e and is sent by the Z4 action into

the point e ® e' if e goes to e). Identifying RP(X) with RP(v) via rr, r ° n =

r =■ t © (X ® X), so applying a+ sends the class (b') into the class

(b) the image of the fundamental class of RP(v) in

H\lx(BO x BOx(C°°) x (EZJZ2); <f>' x M';Z2)

obtained by r x P x c: RP(v) —*■ BO x BOx x (EZjZf) classifying r, the normal

bundle of RP(v) in D(v)/Z2 on S(v), and the double cover by S(v). Note: The

last two maps are the same.

Note: The class given by (b) may be obtained from that in (a) by applying

the map

BO x BOk x (EZJZ2)^UbO x (EZjZf)

1 * A >BO x (EZJZf) x (EZjZf).

Further, the class (a) may be obtained from the composite of

Q: if&k(BOk(C~)) -^,(ZJOfc(C~) x (EZjZfj)

assigning to v: Fn~k —* BOk the map v° n x c: RP(v) -+ BOk x (EZjZf)

and the monomorphism

p ° TV WllitfOk x (EZ4)IZ2) — HÎlx(BO x BOk x EZJZ2, 0' x p'; Zf).

Thus, one concludes that p ° r* is monic for 9lf4 if and only if

Q-.Kll^BO^C-V^tfd^BO^C-) x (EZJZ2))

is monic for each k > 1.

For k odd, Q is monic. To see this, note that Z2 acts freely on BOk(C°°)

for a fixed point is a k dimensional subspace of C°° invariant under i, i.e.

a complex subspace.   Thus "Jiflk(BOk(C°°)) = ^U-k(BOkIZ2).   Further

(ZJOfc x (EZJZ2))IZ2 maps into 50fc/Z2 and FZ4/Z4 = BZ4. Given M" -^

BOk/Z2, one has a double cover M -K-> 50fc and over Af the projective space

bundle RP(v). Dividing out Z2 on RP\v) gives a bundle E -JL+ M with fiber

RP(k - 1) and the corresponding class in

Vl*-X(BOk/Z2 x BZf) is given by v ° tt x /: E —*■ BOk/Z2 x BZ4

where / classifies the cover S(v) —*■ E.

Now the RP(k - 1) bundle E -JS-* M is not totally nonhomologous to zero,
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but the map into 77Z4 induces the nontrivial four fold cover of RP(k - 1), and

since k is odd, this implies that for a G Hk~x(BZ4, Z2) the nonzero class, a pulls

back to the nonzero class in Hk~x(RP(k - 1); Z2).

Let /•: M"' —> BOk/Z2 he bordism elements giving a base for mod 2

homology, with dual base 0 E H"'(BOk/Z2; Z2). Then

Q': ^(BOk/Z2) -+ %+k.x(BOk/Z2 x BZ4)

sends [M1?*, f¡] into linearly independent classes detected by the ß' ® or. Since

Q' is an '¡ft* module homomorphism, Q' is monic. Since Q' factors through Q, Q

is monic.

However, for k even, Q is not monic. The easiest example is to consider

7*7(4) with the trivial involution 70 and with 7,([x0, x,,. . . , x4]) = [-x0,

-x,,.... x4], with a point map into B02(C°°), i.e. with a trivial bundle. These

are not bordant in s7lf2(B02(C~)). lnW¡2 (BO 2(C°°) x (EZJZ2)) they are

represented by maps into point xEZjZ2, hence come fromsJls2(pi x (EZJZ2))

= sJcs(77Z4); i.e. one need only consider the bordism classes of the free Z4 actions

70 x i and 7, x / on RP(4) x Sx.

First dividing out Z2 gives 7*7(4) x Sx with actions 70 x (-1) and 7, x

(-1) and dividing Z2 again gives the real projective space bundles 7*P(5) and

RP(2\ © 3) over RP(1), X the nontrivial line bundle. Since 2X is trivial, both

actions are given by RP(4) x Sx -JLj>- Sx ^ BZ4 where the map into 77Z4 classi-

fies the standard cover z —► z4 : Sx —> Sx. This gives

Proposition 4.1. p ° t* is not monic. It does, however, determine the

fixed component and fixed data of odd codimension larger than one.

Corollary (Bix). x: W* -* Hom(77*(770; Z2), 77*09G; Z2)) is not monic

ifG = Z4.

To see that p ° r* detects classes not detected by x one must explicitly

compute some examples. One follows Bix's technique.

It will be convenient to have a method for describing Hom(77*(770; Z2), A).

Let /: RP(°°) -*■ BO classify the nontrivial line bundle and b¡ E H¡(BO; Z2) the

image of the nonzero class in H^RP^*); Z2). Using the ring structure obtained

from the Whitney sum, HjßO; Z2) is the Z2 polynomial ring with unit 1 = b0

on the b¡. A homomorphism X: H*(BO; Z2) —► A may then be identified as

the class in HJßO; Z2) ® A given by Si»,-, • ■ ■ b¡ ® X(S(f,(...)ir)) where sw

form the base in Tf*(T70; Z2) dual to the bu in 77*(770; Z2).

Let ix, d be the nonzero classes in 771(77Z4; Z2) and H2(BZ4; Z2) so that

77*(77Z4; Z2) = Z2 [ix, d]/u2 = 0.

Let M = RP(2n + 2) with the trivial Z4 action "id" fixing every point.
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Then EG xG M - BG x RP(2n + 2), and H*(EG xG M; Z2) is

H*(BG; Z2)[a]/a2n + 3 = 0, where a is the nonzero class in Hx(RP(2n + 2); Z2).

a* is then the homomorphism sending w to (1 + a)2n+3 which may be written

as ('Libiai)2n+3. Applying integration along the fibers takes the coefficient of

«2n+2,so

X((RP(2n + 2), id)) =2>w ® sw [RP(2n + 2)] G H ABO; Z2) ® lf(BG; Zf).

Letting M = RP(2n + 2) with the involution t([x0, xx, . . . , x2n+2]) =

[-x0, -xx, x2.x2n+2], EG xG M may be identified with the projective

space bundle of the vector bundle 2X © (2« + 1) over BZ4, where X is the non-

trivial Une bundle over BZ4, wx(X) = u.  Letting p be the bundle of vectors in

lines in fibers of 2X © (2« + 1), and a = wx(p), H*(EG xG M; Zf) is the free

module over H*(BG; Zf) on 1, a,... , a2n+2 with relation a2"+3 =

Sw,.(2X © (2n + l))a2"+3_/, but w(2X © (2« 4- 1)) = (1 + u)2 = 1, so a2"+3 =

0. The bundle EG xG t(M) is the tangent bundle 6 to the fibers of

RP(2X © (2« + 1)) and 6 © 1 is p ® jt*(2X © (2n + 1)) so

w(6) = (1 4- a + «)2(1 + a)2n + x = (1 + a2 + u2)(l + a)2n+1

= (l+a2Xl+a)2n+1 =(l+a)2,,+3.

Thus a* can be written as (I:ibiai)2n+3. Applying integration along the fibers

takes the coefficient of a2n+2 and thus x((RP(2n + 2), t)) = x((^P(2« + 2), id)).

Noting that the fixed set of t is RP(1) U RP(2ri) with RP(2ri) not bounding

as a manifold, while id fixes RP(2n + 2), these are not bordant involutions. Thus

one has

Proposition 4.2.

X » P: "Tip = TliHBO0(C°°)) -* Eom(H*(BO; Z2), H*(BZ4; Zf))

is not monic.

Since P is monic, one sees that p° r* distinguishes classes in im P C "iRf4

which are not distinguished by x-

Corollary,   ker \J/ properly contains ker p° r*for G = Z4.
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